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Plate /.

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS
MATERIALS

Use good black ink that flows freely. Pens with moderately fine points are

recommendedfor use in practicing these copies. Good foolscap paper, having

rather a smooth surface, is best for this work* Satisfactory improvement can-

not be made when poor materials are used.

POSITION OF BODY
The position of the body, as well as the hand andpen, is of the utmost impor-

tance. Sit square in front, with both arms resting on the table, as shown in the

illustrations. Do not lean too farforward, or bend overyour work. Keep the

eyes from twelve to fifteen inches from the paper. Sit close to the table, but do

not lean against it. Keep the feet fiat on the floor. The paper should be grad-

ually movedforward as the writing progresses, that the anns may be held in the

same relation to the paper at all times. The directfront position should be maintained. A correct position must be easy and such as will permit offree

and natural breathing.

A careful study should be made of the two illustrations on this page, and the learner should assume the position shown herewith during the time of writing.
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POSITION OF HAND
The position of the hand and the manner of holding

the pen is illustrated m she accompanying engraving.

Hold the hand so that the wrist is nearly flat, thus

bringing the penholder over to the left so that it

points about over the right shoulder. Let no part of

the hand or wrist touch the paper except the third

and fourth fingers t and these as nearly as possible

on the fm^er rails. The penholder should be held

about at ihe knuckle. The first and second fingers

and thumb should be slightly bent m holding the pen.

Unless a reasonably correct position of the hand

h learned, almost no amount of practice will make

one a good writer.

MOVEMENT
The acquiring of a free arm movement is thefoun-

dation for a business style of writing* The arm

should always rest its full weight upon the desk and

move on the muscular portion below the elbow as a

kind of pivot without sliding the sleeve on the desk.

The movement exercises presented m the next

few plates are intended to enable the learner to^ ac-

quire freedom of movement before ihe more g:

copies are reached. Tne acquiring of the right man-

ner of writing, or movement, usually is the most dif-

ficult part of learning to write well.



Hate 3.

It is often desirable to compare the penmanship from time to time with our best efforts at the beginning of a course of lessons in writing. With that end

f view, we request you to write the following in your very best style. It is not necessary to imitate these forms of letters, but use your own natural styte

of writing. Usually the teacher collects these specimens and preserves them forfuture reference.
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Plate 4.

m m ism m«mmmmmmt^^^^^^St^f0Sm.
the* elkwng the muscles of the arm to relax totmr wnr

^f'^- ^J^iineswill be about equal to the fef themselves,

cisesfill two spaces in height.
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Picits 5 .

m »^#—«>««mm^^^ms^&^MS^&is ayss^s
wartimes in each ami and arrange same as shown tn copy. The first ^^J^SSStSSrS distance apart and as near parallel as possMe

Shi



Plate 6,

Ca) Viismovemeni is mite difficult, as the compound curses are introduced here. Ittakes the lateral and rvllingmotons of the arm to produce this exercise.

(b) Bach Frouv of exercises should be made without lifting the pen. The best results wilt be secured when an even, uniform, and rapid movement is used.

(c) Make the first ovalfill space between the two blue lines, then gradually reduce until the very small ovals are made. See that tne muscular move-

went is used exclusively in making the small movements as well os the larger ones.

(d) This movement should be made without lifting pen from the paper See what a forceful movement you can use w producing this exercise.



Plate 7.

(a) Make these ****** fiti space between the too btue Js or one Mftke Mght of those on Vote 6. Ota.n, the same ^direction *s

in the previous lesson. , „ B iQ uss tfje muscuiar movement in making these exercises

Movement, but who stilt have difficulty in obtaining control of the muscles of the arm.



Plate 8.

small

ferns. Use a lively movement of ft*^1^^^^ 0/ the MKfK 5* t»$ ^ «« «n*W ft rrnkm, the

Start the capitalE with a slight dot, then form the

pmshing stroke. Study the forms carefully before attempting to make them.

O & a a & OQOOo-o-o-
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Hate 9,

(a) Use the retraced exercise in developing the movementfor the capital C. Notice in this tetter that the downward strokes should be made nearly

clleL Take up the copies fust as they are given*

(b) This exercise will testyour ability in making the ovals. Use the same continuous movement until three exercises are made without lifting the pen.

Make ten downward strokes in each ovaL
s

(c) These letters are given as a review, and they should be practiced carefully with the free movement. Always aim to produce the correct form but do
not sacrifice freedom of movement.

(3 0 & 0 & (3 (3 & & & & &



Hate 10.

These movements are intended to develov the sliding or lateral motion of the arm. Practice on each step for some time, be/ore taking- up the next one.

In ail of this work keep the hand turned well toward the body, forcing the hand to slide on the nails of the third and fourth fingers. Turn the paper length-

wise and writ? across the page in order that the blue lines may be used as guide lines for correct spacing. Keep the down strokes short and hglit.



Plats II,

Uese copies should be practiced m the manner suggested in Hate 1 0. Turn the piper lengthwise and wrtte^ across^ Make Jte rows of **.

ises dose together, and try to wnie straight across th* pap, Vxe small o should always be closed at the top. Whenever the movement becomes

nped, return to the large movements, and work the arm vigorously until afree movement is reestablished.
ercises

crat
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Plate 13

(a) Make this round at the top t Make the space between the downward lines uniform. Use an ea$yt railing motion of the arm,
\b) Ciose o at tap and notice spacing between tetters*

Use a steady, even movement. Make smooth lines, and do not practice carelessly.



Plate 14.

(a) Write the same number of exercises on each line as are given m copy. The rolling motion of the arm predominates in making these exercises.

Considerable time should be given 10 these smalt movements. '

.

(b) Start the first stroke of smaltm on the bine line and make the finishing stroke as high as the top of the tetter; afterward, combine three small m s

without lifting the pen. Be careful not to allow the hand to turn over too far toward the right.

Try to secure even and uniform spacing in writing the word copy. Do not crowd your work too much nor spread it over too much space. Write

iust the number of words that are given in the copies. Look at the copy often.

^^T^^^ ^^^^^^^



Plate 15,

(a) Use (he roiling motion of the arm to produce this movement. Strengthen the weak and nervous lines by increasing the speed.

(b) In developing the small i exercise, start with quite a long stroke, then make a short downward puli. andfinish with a line the same length as the first

stroke. Gradually ioork this exercise down until the downward strokes are made quite close together. Make the exercises sharp at top and round at the

blue line.



Plate 16,

Turn the paper lengthwise and practice these small Utters and word copies across the page. Strive to keep a straight line and make the rows of letters
close together. Allow the blue lines to serve as guide lines for correct spacing. In this work the hand should slide carefully across the paoer on the
nails of the third andfourthfingers.



Plate 27.

(a) Notice carefully theformation of the small w. 77w? last pari of this letter should not be made qwte as wide as the first part. It is often desirableto finish mew with a slight dot at top. Practice the work copy, and am to keep your work uniform?
******

JJl I*
1 t0/et

lu

€ COm
?,

ide<X °f ihef°rmation fMe *h carefully studying the two parts of the letter as shown in the first line of this copy Thisshould be made with a careful movement. Next take up the word copy andpractice systematically. Look at the copyfrequently.
^



Plate 18.

The small * is a difficult letter. The downward struke is composed of a slight compound curve. A number of word copies are given to afford ample

practice in making this fetter.



Plate 19.

(a) Review small o andfollow instructions previously givenfor this letter. Next, take up small a and study theform carefully. The oval part of the

U should be slanted slightly more than the oval in the o. Write the word copy with a careful movement.

(b) Curve the up stroke well in making the c, and give a slight pressure to the pen at the end of this tme, forming a dot. The downward stroke should

be slightly curved. Always be careful with the finish of tetters. Observe closely and imitate carefully the spacing in the word copies.



Plate 20-

short J^TlL mode by plaew? the per, on the blue line, and completed mtk an upward stroke.

*m. ^



Hate 21.

(a) This is the reversed oval exercise, Make ten downward lines in each. Make the downward tines fine and light
(b) This principle is involved in theformation of a number of capital letters. Start by making the little oval movements, and finish the exercise with a

downward stroke same as given in copy. Next practice carefully on the reversed oval principle. In making this there are two downward pulls in the
sleeve together with a slight roiling motion of die arm.

(c) The same principle as given above is involved informing the Q. finish with a slight compound curve and farm a small loop at bass line. This
loop should be made in a horizontal position. Hie figure 2 is ei^oluedfrom the capital Q.



Plate 22.

mm pen 0* ctpUatXis to sa*e „***£* ** SgBft^^S^^^^^*^^*
ls feft te/u^m the two parts they may be connected mh a short straight line. An example of this mm is given ire copy.

j &

d from the last part of the JC The word copies should recent their share of attention.
space

vebpedf
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Plate 23

(a) The capital Wis composed of the reversed oval and the smallfinal t. The tm parts should be practiced carefully before the Wis attempted,

(b) The second part of the Wshould be made the same height as the first part. The last stroke of the letter should be made about two thirds the height

of the other strokes*



Plate 24.

(a) TlwZis composed of the reversed oval principle and ihe loop below the Ihie. Make quite a wide shoulder at the top of the loop, and form another

small loop at base line. This loop should be made parallel to the blue line, same as in the capital Q*
(b) These letters and the word copy are given as a review. Do not stop to practice on any one letter separately* but make each line complete as it is

given. This will a/ford excellent drill in changing the direction of the movements.



Fiats 25.

(a) Vie loop is composed of the oval and straight line. The ovat movement and the putting- movement should be practiced before undertaking the loop*

The first stroke in the loop should be a decided curve and the downward line should be made practically straight.

(b) Combine three of the loops without lifting the pen, then make the loop fill ail the space between blue lines, and gradually uwrk the size down to very
small. Use an easy movements checking the motionfust a little at the base line. The two lines should cross about one third the height ofhop.



Plate 26.

practice on {he copy until you can see some mprwement.



Plate 27.

n\ Mnko the h larM and gradually reduce it to the smaller forms without lifting the pen. This is excellent practice in controlling the ™<>™*«t-

Strivei^^^ffS^^m I thefree muscular moment. Do your best in writing the one space letters as well as the loop letters

S
(% "rhlZZ b is composed of the loop and the last part of the IV. If the upward stroke in the loo? is not curved sufficiently the letter will appear as

slanting too much.



Plate 28.

It takes considerable practice and careful study to make the fast part of the smalt k well. It is composed of a left curve forming a very smalt loop, and
a nearly straight downward torn parallel to the downward stroke in the hop. Finish ivith upward stroke same height as last part of letter. Notice the
different copies given m this plate, and do not hurry over any part of the work. These difficult tetters should be practiced carefully and mastered,

^^xS^ ^r^f- ^~>^s .-^-t^^^ ^^^£^>^^

—



Plate 29.

Thef has an extended loop above the

movement. TJte downward line should

loops. Study of theforms of the letters is very important

obtained. Look at the copy often. Write with a free movement



Plate 30.

(a) As mil be noticed, the strokes used in making the small a play quite an important part in forming other letters. The d is composed of the small
a t with the last part extended above the a me space. This straight line should be retraced until the a part of the letter is reached.

(b) The last part of the d is precisely like the U In making this letter be careful not to form a loop at the top, but retrace in the same manner as sug-
gestedfor the ft.

6& ^C^^^^



Plate 31.

In making the loops below the line the reversed wet movement IS used in connection with tie pulling motion. The first line should be made nearly

lSff!WSrmMm should cross at the base line. Make the dot over the j distinct. Practice the copies m tms plate very care/udy.

m



Plate 32.

Vxis exercise introduces the small a as the beginning part of the g. Finish this letter same as the;}. Be careful not to slant the loop too much, and

also be very sure that you are making the downward line straight and on main slant. The fingers may be used a little m formmg the loop* but the arm

should be moved along at the same time.

^ r ff



Hate 33.

, % & _ vi. -Mii ,»<,// « w ff»/cA sow? <w the last part of the small f. See that the finishing part is made just the same as the copy.

$ ^^H^u^Z^Si^^fir^^iLmoBv. Finish vith the loop and make all the bops on the same slant Swmg

y^^Z^l^ /^&-Z^LsJ y^^L^



Hate 34,

The first vart of the smatizis the beginning part of the smelt m. Make rather a broad turn at the base line and form the loop. fffP^ 1™PS

lefuTLthout mak%gtl'em too wide To secure the best res-Mtsfnm practice on the exercises and word copies they should be taken up m the exact
quite

order given.

T T T T ? f T



Plate 35.

(a) This for*!

brought asfar toward

finish same as

oval Start figure 4 with a short fi'gi

distance beyond the last stroke. The iast line should be curved very slightly at the top.

//////////////////>/ / / // // / / // // // // /

-2,-2,-2 M & S>_ -2- £& \*Z i& -2- -2.

3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3333313 333 3 3 3 3 3^



below base line, same as m figure 7. The cipher is made very much like the small o. only slightly larger. Close it at the top.

or' o" $p or wT x^r ^r- cf of- ^ J" cf' j" ^
66 666666 66666666 66666 66
77777/77777777 7777777777

ffffffffff <7fffffff?f<?tf<7?



Mate 37.

Tnefigures in this exercise are arranged in position for adding and multiplying. Tin's will afford excellent drill in review in figures and in getting them
in proper position for practical purposes. Do not make the 'igures too large, and they should be made without shade, If shaded at all, it should be

done very lightly.

/
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jjp y ^ /=* jZ,

& ^ 7 kJ ^
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Plate 38.

The characters*m in this plaie are in v&ry common use. Make the forms about the same size as those m W ccot.

^ictX^J^^K^ copks. Study each copy carefully. A correct position * mpomnt whne aolng this

as those m the copy. Observe the genera! method of

work. Refer frequently to the

pract..

instructions regarding position of the body and nana

d£ tf£ J/
/ / / / /

/ / / / /
r / Z' /
///////////////

=#-

<r/ **/ *S ^/ MF ^ *7
/" /» /» /* A /" /*

< stfPft pf ?£0 d£ ni¥ af 9* ^ ^ {< ^ #



Hate 39,

in

mfares $ wpmm -mm*^ my «-//« « - ***** «*• * ** of**>
Jh!plme Make careful andfrequent comparison ofyour work with the copy.

M. g £ M M
/



1

plate 4 0.

Make the figures about the same size as those gtwt in the copy,

this practice unless the closest attention be paid to every particular,

towards becoming a good writer*

Try to make them with absolute accuracy. Very httie benefit will be denied from

Jfyou learn to make these characters correctly and easily you will have gone far

<4 *

3 r-^.
/ /



Hate 41.

Tne stem group of capita! letters is begun in this exercise. The hook form of the stem will befound especially practical in business writing. It takes

considerable practice, however, to make if fust right. Start with the compound curve, or capital stem, forming a broad turn at the base line, and bring this

up to nearly one half the height of the stem on the left. Stop the motion suddenly andfinish with a slight curve running in the direction of tlte broad turn.

This stem should be made rapidly, and the movement should be checked suddenly in order to form the hook. Practice the hook until you can make it well,

fe/* ^3/^



Plate 42,

The stem part of the T'should not be made full height of'the letter, as some space should be given at the top of the stem for the finishing sari of the cc
ifat. Try to get the hook finish and then make an application of this in the word copies. The idea ofgiving this hook finish is to enable the writer to k
the capital to the small tetters following without lifting the pen. This effects quite a sai/ing of time, in business writing. Many business men use this St]
ofhook finish wherever applicable*

J



Plate 43.

First practice the retraced exercise, going over the linefour times. Thefirst part of the F, including the dot, should be made without lifting the pen.

Criticise the work. Try to see the faults or there will be no improvement. Compare positbir with the engravings at the beginning of these lessons.

- &



Mate 44.

The imward stroke in the S should be a decided curve. Finish the letter with the hook stem. The more difficult exercises

Jfe^ 5*** * arrangement, and gemml appearance.



Plate 4 5.

(a) Begin thisform of the L with the right curve and make the loop extend about one half the height of tetter. The smail loop should run parallel to
base line.

(b) Thisform of letter is started with a slight compound curve and a hook isformed at top. This is a very popular style among business writers.
(c) Ift writing these copies carry 'he hand along without bending the wrist. Watch the principal faults in the writing. This is the secret of rapid im-

provement*





Plate 47.

The upward s!tvke in capital I should not be curved too much as in that case the loop part of the letter would be too wide. The points of the pen should
rest evenly on the paper to secure smooth lines. Assume a correct position while practicing*



Plate 48.

The loop pari of the capital G should be made about two thirds the height of the letter,

possible, as much depends upon getting a very fine, light stroke

,

Use the hook finish. Make all the downward lines as light as



*k W—iLi

Plate 49.

Give the upward stroke considerable curve so that the first pari of the IT may be on the proper slant and not he too wide. The first part of this tetter is

not quite as high as the last part. The last part of the H shcdd be curved slightly at the top. Study the finishing part carefully, Make smooth lines.

Hold the hand so the penholder points toward the right shoulder.



Hate 50.

perfection wiil be instantly detected.



Plate 5l.

Ihe first part of capitalP is made same as first part of capital M. Be careful to Make the oval at the left of the stem wide and the finishing oval

narrow. The last part should be brought down one half the height of the letter. Vie last part of this letter is very apt to be made too wide. Measure

yours with your eye end compare with the copy.

_



Piate 52.

- B *su -a- ^ ,r *k* ****** P Hie tetter is finished with a small loop made one half the height of letter, and then a short compound



Plate 53.

If the two previous capitals have been mastered there should be no trouble with the capital J}< Finish the

spacing' and slant in your writing.



Plate 54.

The top part cjf the J is made somewhat wider than the lower part. Make the dcwnmrd line straight. Try to make all the lines cross at the base line.



The small oval in this Utter is begun same as the oval in capita! Q.

relative height of the three parts of the 7tT*

Plate 55*

Make all the downward lines straight, parallel, and on main sit

3 9$ 3
/a



Plate 5$.

The capital Vis composed of the smalt oval and two compound curves The last part of the letter is made a trifle shorter than the first part First

practice the compound curve movements, making them fill all the space between the blue lines, and then start large and gradually work down to the small

exercises* Control the movement in making these exercises, and make the turns reasonably short at the top and at the base line.



-

PfatM 57.

Vie first part of the U is the same as first part of the V. Allow thefinishing pert to be broutfit up just a trifle shorter than the first part of the letter.

With tezinmrs It is sometimes a help to check the movement a little at the top of the finishing stroke. Use the movement but keep it under control.



flktt* 58.

If the capital XT has been mastered there will be but little Affinity in forming the Y. See that the downward strvke in the ¥ is made straight.



Sentence copies are excellent practice* as they afford practical drill on ml

Plate 59.

iscelteneous words, Study care'vify the arrangement of the words.



Rate 60.

Learn to adapt your writing to the space in which it is to be written. Follow the line M writing sentences. Make top of small c no larger than copy.



Plate 61.

Practice these difficult sentence copies carefully, Writing letters at words and sentences is the real test of skilL Try to get the correct slant. Put

the copy close to where you are writing, arid do your very best. Try to make the lines smooth, which you can do by keeping the pen fiat on the paper.



Plate 62,

In practicing ike sentence copies tns not only to form the letters welU but to get the general appearance right. Perhaps your writing is taking up to

much space. Write just the number cf woras to the Um that are giwn in the copy.



Flate 63.

Make the capitals and small letters forming the words look as though they belong together. Carefully Ufatch the spacing,

every standpoint to be sure that improvement Is being made.



Hate 64.

Strength of line in writing depends chiefly on the downward strokes. Make the lines look like the copy in every way. Be sure that the J slants as

much as the copy.



Plate 65.

Keep the one space letters the same hetghL Put words same distance from each other. Note carefully the beginning and ending strokes

Uniformity of height of the small letters and their proper position on the tine are of the greatest importance.



Plate 66,

Practice the capitals in the order given, am make a complete set without practicing- separately on any one letter. This uAll give the different changes

w movement that are necessary In good whting. Frequent and careful practice on the entire alphabet will produce excellent results.



Plate 67.

These Ledger Headtngs wilt befound valuable to students studying bookkeeping,
than in ordinary writing* These should be plain* and should be made very legible.

As a rule the fetters ore made o irifte larger in Ledger Headings

*



Plate 68.

Look at the copy often and practice carefuffy and persistently. Keep your pen clean.





Plats 70.

Do notm the copies too large nor the loop, too long. Suck little things as a careless crossing of ft, t or a heavy dot over the i may mar the ap-

pearmce of the whole page. Thmfc about the hnle things.



Ffate 71,

Observe the general arrangement of the writing and see that each part of this tetter is given the same marginal space as is given in the copy,

your work uniform and neat.

Make



Plate 72.

Remember that practice in writing should train the eye, the arm, and the hand. The constant am should be to write better, easier, and faster,

ton marks are often made too large. They should be made in writing like those of the copy, no more conspicuous.



Plate 73,

Good business writing is uniform in size, spacing* stent* etc. Slovenly and careless scrawls, however quickly done, are not acceptable for business

purposes.
*

if.

7!~~ ~: ^n^Bn^ttH



Plate 74.

Make the first line or heading a trifle larger than the rest of the writing. The figure's should be mad* plain, but not too large,

pearance as pleasing as possible.

Make the general ap~

0*

2 J'—



Plats 75.

Notke the different sizes of writing. The heading should be the largest, the journal entries slightly smaller, and the explanations still smaller. Cow-
pare your work with the copy often and see if it occupies the same space as the writing in the plate.



Plate 76.

ms style of lettering is suitable for box marking, ledger headings, the lettering of labels, and cart be usedfor many other useful purpose

Start the shade u»tha light dot, then gradually liden the stroke until the same thickness of line « reached ^^"XtnTrlhe shadZ and these
slant the tetters to the left as much as copy. Use care ft the spacing. Try to secure an even and uniform pressure on the penfor the shading, ana mese

shades should not be made too rapidly.

Any one can learn to do good lettering work by practicing these copies carefully.




